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Scandinavian and a bit rustic, full of good design and natural fabrics - the house in 
the former dairy seduces with its cosiness and peace.

Cows are still present in this interior, which was created in the building of the old dairy. They are on faience 
plates from Belgium, the Netherlands, England and Germany placed on the wall in the dining room and a linen 
screen by the bed. But those who know the history of Ela and Janusz's house will not be surprised by such 
decorative motif.

Pniewo is a small village in the west of Poland, known primarily for the Międzyrzecz Armored Region, i.e. a maze 
of tunnels with railway stations and halls, built by the Germans in the 1930s several dozen meters underground. 
When, after the war, these areas passed into Polish hands, engineers built a state-owned farm just above them, 
modeled on former German farms. They recreated the shape of the buildings and placed them similarly. For 
years, Ela and Janusz worked on this state-owned farm.

Although cultivating the land from the construction of underground fortifications was a difficult challenge, they 
developed a thriving farm, with hectares of farmland and a large amount of livestock, including dairy cows.

Times changed and in the 1990s, Ela and Janusz bought some of the former state-owned buildings and 
converted them into a house and offices for a gardening company run by their daughter. In the remaining ones, 
their agricultural farm still operates. In the former dairy - to which they added a staircase, because previously 
you had to climb up a ladder - they arranged a place to work and rest for themselves and their guests. They 
asked their friend Jam Kolektyw studio to design the interior.

- We wanted to create a natural interior conducive to relaxation, tailored to the needs of the owners - says 
interior designer Anna Olga Chmielewska. - We chose natural materials in earth tones, wooden furniture from 
small manufactories and clay and ceramic accessories. We also exhibited an old roof truss, on which traces of 
hanging machines can be seen to this day. Ela loves fine fabrics, especially linen, which is why it appears all over
the house. The curtains are made of thicker weave fabrics, the blinds are transparent ones, and the linen with the
addition of cotton and sisal, the Danish manufacture Linie Design has woven carpets especially for this interior.

The screen with a cow motif that stands by the bed is also made of Güell Lamadrid linen. - We designed it to 
give the intimacy of a small bedroom arranged in a part of the attic. When we saw flax with blue cows, we knew 
immediately that we would use it in the interiors of the Pniewy dairy - say the interior designers from the Jam 
Kolektyw studio. They also authored buildings in the attic, dressing room, kitchen and pantry as well as some 
furniture. The remaining equipment and decorations have been carefully selected by them, many of them come 
from small manufactories. The owners of the house, Ela and Janusz love hand-made items with a soul and 
history, which the passage of time gives nobility.
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Salon:
Sofa, armchair, footrests / Sits, fitele with wooden backs / & Tradition, sconces / Menu, bed / NAP, mirror / Zara 
Home, KOS chair / Maja Ganszyniec, table in front of the couch / JAM KOLEKTYW, plaids / MyAlpaca, lamp 
next to the chair / LeKlint

The shades of oiled oak floor, wooden armchairs and chairs were matched to the exposed, old roof truss.

The attic bedroom is decorated with linen fabrics in various shades of blue. The custom-made screen is 
decorated with a fabric with a dairy theme.

An armchair with a footrest from Sits set at an angle is Janusz's favorite place. During the day there is natural 
light, in the evening there is a lamp with a pleated parchment lampshade.

Dining room:



In the beige and gray dining room, there is a simple oak table and chairs by the Danish brand FDB FDB Møbler, 
whose designs are based on minimalist, craft furniture created by Shakers.

Armchair / FDB Møbler, display cabinet and chandelier / JAM KOLEKTYW, vase / Serax, ceramic bowls / Kasia 
Białek

Kitchen:
The kitchen cabinets made of brushed oak were designed by JAM KOLEKTYW. Handles / Dauby, table top / 
Cosentino Silestone

Hall:
The staircase was added to the former building of the old dairy. Dębowa konsola / KiniHome, ceramic sconces / 
Cedar & Moss, lamp / Zara Home

Bathroom:
Wallpaper / Sandberg, sconces and ceramic bathroom accessories / Zangra, custom-made cabinet / JAM 
KOLEKTYW, vinyl carpet / Pappelina


